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Abstract: The perturbation equations of a tokamak plasma
equilibrium position are developed. Solution of the approximated
perturbation equations is carried out. A unique, simple, and useful
plasma displacement dynamics transfer function of a tokamak is
developed. The dominant time constants of the dynamics transfer
function are determined in a symbolic form.

The major parameters governing the plasma equilibrium posi-
tion stability of a tokamak are shown to be (1) external magnetic
field decay index, (2) transformer iron core effect, (3) plasma cur-
rent, (4) radial rate-of-change inductance parameter, (S) vertical
ratc-of-change inductance parameter, and (6) vacuum vessel eddy-
current time constant An important and unique result is derived,
showing that for a vacuum vessel eddy-current time constant
exceeding a certain value the vertical plasma equilibrium position is
stable, in spite of an intentional vertical instability design
represented by a negative ffecay index.

It is shown that a tokamak design having a theoretical set of
positive decay index, a negative radial rate-of-change inductance
parameter, and a positive vertical rate-of-change inductance param-
eter is expected to have a better plasma equilibrium position stabil-
ity tolerance than a tokamak design having the same set with the
signs reversed.

The results of an actual hardware ISX-A tokamak plasma dis-
placement feedback control system design are presented. It is shown
that a theoretical design computer simulation and the actual bard-
ware step function responses of the radial plasma displacement feed-
back control system are practically identical. The actual hardware
vertical plasma displacement feedback control system performed
just as well. Experimental results support all of the analytical
developments.

Introduction

The generation of a plasma, its properties, and its magnetic
containment methods have been extensively studied both theoreti-
cally and experimentally for over the past three decades [1-7, 12,
22-24].

An equilibrium state of a plasma in any of the practical mag-
netic containment schemes has been found to be basically a non-
stationary equilibrium. Attempts were made to control some of the
plasma's instabilities via feedback systems: the flute instability in
the magnetic mirror traps [9] and the sausage instability in the lin-
ear magnetic pinch devices via employment of a sensor-based com-
puter control system [IS].
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In a tokamak plasma, instabilities such as the flute (or ripple,
or interchange) and the sausage (or necking-off) are suppressed or
inhibited [10], while the kink (or helical) instability may be
prevented from developing by satisfying the Kruskal-Shafranov con-
dition [7, Eq. (1.4)].

The toroidal geometry of the tokamak plasma current, how-
ever, creates forces acting to expand the plasma torus, to increase
its major radius, and to decrease its minor radius. The equilibrium
position of the plasma torus in the tokamak, defined by its major
radius and out-of-plane displacement, is also subject to variation as
a result of changes in the parameters of the plasma: the plasma
pressure, the torus minor radius, and the plasma current.

If the outer casing of the tokamak (toroidal) vacuum chamber
is made of copper [6] (or similar conducting material), the rate of
change of the plasma torus displacement position (the major radius
of the torus and the out-of-plane displacement) is greatly decreased
by an interaction of the plasma current and the Foucault (eddy)
current in the conducting outer casing. The conducting outer casing
also serves to stabilize plasma instabilities, especially the kink (heli-
cal) instability [10]. The conducting outer cuing makes a longer
plasma discharge time possible. A practical fusion reactor of the
tokamak-type will have a plasma discharge (burn) time which will
bj considerably longer than that allowed by use of the conducting
outer casing. For this and other technical reasons, it becomes neces-
sary to replace the tokamak conducting outer casing with the feed-
back control of the plasma torus equilibrium position.

According to the published available records, the first success-
ful attempt to control the plasma equilibrium position in the
tokamak via an inductive feedback was performed in the U.S.S.R.
TO-1 tokamak [13]. In this case a system of coils and two-terminal
negative impedance regulators (regenerative circuits) effectively
simulated the tokamak conducting outer casing, the effective time
constant of which could be adjusted to be as large as 150-200 nu.

The tokamak plasma equilibrium position was successfully
controlled employing an active feedback control system in the
CLEO tokamak, in the United Kingdom [14, 16] and in the Oak
Ridge Tokamak (ORMAK) in the United States [17, 18]. For the
CLEO tokamak a quasi-classical method of analysis was employed,
while the ORMAK analysis was in the domain of the optimal (mod-
em) control theory and Kalman filtering.

The tokamak plasma equilibrium position feedback control via
application of classical and/or modern control methods has been
considered in several other works [19-21]. The majority of refer-
ences given above, and dealing with the tokamak plasma equilib-
rium position feedback control, emphasize applications of the opti-
mal control theory and Kalman filtering. None of them specifically
states the fact that once a mathematical model of the tokamak has
been developed the task of applying optimal control theory is rela-
tively straightforward; if the model is simplified by removing insig-
nificant time constants, resorting to Kalman filtering [17, 19, 21]

be necessary.
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Analytical investigations of stability and analytical syntheses
of feedback control of a system require knowledge of the system's
dynamics and its perturbations in an analytical form. The equations
necessary for a derivation of the tokamak's plasma equilibrium posi-
tion perturbation dynamics have long been available [3-5, 7, 12,
16]. A need for simpler analytical models of the tokamak plasma
equilibrium perturbation dynamics is well illustrated by the com-
plexity and difficulty of applying both the classical and modern
optimization methods to a very large system [19]: the understanding
of the basic physical phenomenon is much more difficult, the sensi-
tivity analysis becomes too complex, and unnecessarily complex con-
trollers may be indicated. For these reasons development of a
simpler analytical model of a tokamak plasma equilibrium position
dynamics function is of interest.

Simplifying Assumptions

It is assumed that a tokamak plasma column is stable. That
is, it is assumed that there are no plasma disruptions of any sort
and that none of the known (or unknown) plasma instabilities are
present.

For considerations of forces acting on a plasma column, a
plasma current is assumed to be a circular filament current having
its radius equal to the major radius of a toroidal plasma column.

Effects of a transformer iron core magnetic flux return yoke
(if there is one) and of its stray magnetic field are assumed to pro-
duce a (small) local steady-state deformation of plasma column;
they are therefore assumed to be negligible.

Electric Circuits and Radial Forces

A tokamak his four basic electric circuits. Each circuit is
characterized by its applied voltage Vj (V), resistance Rj (Q), self
inductance LJJ (H), mutual inductance LJk (H), and current [j (A).
The quantities of each circuit we distinquished by the subscript j :
plasma, 1; vacuum vessel, 2; control field, 3; and ohmic heating, 4.

There are five major forces acting on a plasma element in the
radial plasma torus direction R (m): an internal expansion force Ft

(N/m) , a transformer iron core force F, (N/m) , a vacuum vessel
eddy current force F, (N/m), a vacuum vessel induced-current
force Fy (N/m) , and an external magnetic field force Ft (N/m).

Solution of Radial Perturbation Equations

If solved explicitly, the perturbation equations of the four
electric circuits and the five plasma forces would result in a charac-
teristic equation of about the fourteenth order. Consideration of the
perturbation equations for a steady-state "burn" phase operation of a
tokamak leads to a conclusion that for an infinitesimal radial
plasma displacement A (m) the perturbations of the quantities
/ i , A |, U, and the ion (electron) density n (m~3) along with the
average ion (electron) kinetic temperature T (K) may be assumed
to be zero.

Radial Dynamics Function of a Tokamak

Solution of the simplified perturbation equations results in a
fourth-order characteristic equation. The fourth-order term of this
equation is directly proportional to the plasma current mass element
Ma (kg/m). Here, and in all the equations to follow, the subscript
zero denotes steady-state equilibrium quantities. The element Ma is
extremely small, on the order of 10~'° (kg/m). Its presence in the
characteristic equation gives rise to a group of high-frequency, very
lightly damped roots, on the order of 10"' (rad/s), with about 0.01
damping factor. As the mass element MQ approaches zero, these
roots approach infinity. Assuming MQ is zero results in a third-order

characteristic equation, representing a group of low-frequency roots.
Under these assumptions an approximated low-frequency radial
dynamics function is
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T, (s) is the vacuum vessel eddy current delay time constant,

rk (s) is the vacuum vessel penetration time constant for a magnetic
field,

Kr (s /m2) is the vacuum vessel geometry gain constant,

Kk (m~' ) is the magnetic control field gain constant,
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/; is the plasma column internal inductance per unit leoght of the
plasma column, it is usually assumed to be a constant equal to 0.5,

/?o (m) is the steady-state major radius of the toroidal plasma col-
umn,

OQ (m) is the steady-state minor radius of the toroidal plasma col-
umn,

p is the transformer iron core effect coefficient,

/, - 0.9 + 22.0 expj-1.6 1^1 j .

(12)
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rc (m) is the transformer (infinitely long cylindrical) iron core
radius,
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is the external magnetic field decay index,

Bs (T) is the external vertical magnetic Held,

Ati - - 4 x

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

k -1 .3804 X 10~" (J/K) is the Boltzmann constant,

K,\m~l) is the effective vacuum vessel geometry gain constant,

Kh (m~') is the effective ohmic heating coil geometry gain con-
stant,

and all other variables have been defined previously.

The conditions under which Eq. (I) was derived are stated
below, using where applicable expressions given by Eqs. (8) and (9),
Mn and Era, respectively:

k2 = « 1.0 (20)
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It is found that for the vertical configuration

(nT 2 ) - Ea (25)

in Eqs. (4) and (8). With these changes the vertical low-frequency
dynamics function S/V} is given by the same equations as the radial
low-frequency dynamics function, Eq. (1).

The roots (poles) of the dynamics function (1), S | and S2,
must be real-negative for stability of the plasma torus equilibrium
position.

Considering S\, Eq. (4), this reduces to a requirement that
both, Era and Mn must be either positive or negative. For repre-
sentative parameter values of a tokamak (ISX-A), a predominant
term in Eq. (14) is

- ^ 5 < / | X 1 0 - s ) 0 - 2 N ; (26)

therefore, for the vertical dynamics function,

sgn Ea - sgn N , for 0 «= p < 1.0 . (27)

sgn Mn — sgn £13,/, for negative N and yo=l.O, (28a)

sgn Mn - sgn N , for positive N and p - 1 . 0 , (28b)

sgn Mra - sgn N , for p - 0 . (28c)

Similarly, for the radial dynamics function,

sgn En - sgn ( - 1 ) , for p-1 .0 , (29a)

sgn £ „ - -sgn N , for p - 0 , (29b)

sgn Mn - sgn Z ,3,,, for 0 < p * 1.0. (30)

It is know;: that for the vertical stability of the plasma torus
equilibrium position the decay index N must be [12, Eq. (39)],

N > 0 . (31)

If fif is positive, then, from Eqs. (4), (29), and (30), the
radial root 5 t is a stable real-negative root only if the radial Ll3j
is negative. Referring to Eqs. (6) and (30), the radial root S a is an
unstable real-positive root. This root is operated on by T, (eddy-
current delay time constant), according to Eq. (S), to produce a sta-
ble radial root S2, if

rr > S22
l . (32)

It is noted that if £22 i s negative the root S2 is a stable real-
negative root for any (finite) value of rr.

If N is positive, then, from Eqs. (4), (27), and (28), the
vertical root 5 , is a stable real-negative root. From Eqs. (5), (6),
and (28) the vertical root S2 is also a stable real-negative root.

If N is negative, which represents an intentional unstable
design, then by reference to Eqs. (4), (S), (6), and (27)-(30), it is
concluded that the vertical root St is stable only if the vertical Llid

is positive, while conditions for a stable vertical root S2 and stable
radial roots S, and S2 remain the same as stated before.

Considering Eqs. (4)-(32), it is concluded that the 'major
parameters governing the plasma torus equilibrium position stability
of a tokamak are (1) N - the external magnetic field decay index,
(2) p -- the transformer iron core effect coefficient, (3) f{ - the
plasma current, (4),(S) LIU - the radial and the vertical rate-of-
change inductance parameters, and (6) r, — the vacuum vessel
eddy-current delay time constant. It is also concluded that a theo-
retical set of positive decay index /V, negative radial rate-of-change
inductance parameter Lnd, and positive vertical rate-of-change
inductance parameter Lt3J is expected to have a better plasma
torus equilibrium position stability than a tokamak design having
the same set with the signs reversed.

Feedback Control

The dynamics function A/V3 is given by Eq. (1). In this
equation the time constant rk, the vacuum vessel penetration delay
time constant for a magnetic field, would normally be comparatively
small. That is, the separation ratios

and (33)

are expected to be large, not less than 10.0. Under these conditions
the effect of the time constant rt may be neglected, resulting in a
further approximated dynamics function.

A(s-S,Hs~S2) (34)

An analytical design of a plasma displacement feedback con-
trol system using the latter dynamics function (34) is simple, sine:
the function is simple. Classical or modern control methods can eas-
ily be employed for this purpose. The function is simple enough to



allow a direct application of the linear optimal control design proce-
dure [25]. It is more practical and straightforward, however, to
employ in this case a pole-positioning approach.

It is convenient to write Eq. (34) in a state-:pace form such
that A is the first element of the state vector x (8, Eq. (4-194)],

A ,

x - Ax + feu

A -

where
u ™ v i >

a, = S,S2 ,

a2 - -{S,+S2)

b2 = (\-

X2 " X\—1

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

Equations (35)-(38) represent a simple time-invariant second-
order sustcm. Therefore, the optimal control input is directly pro-
portional to the state vector.

u° = - k T x ,

where

kT = [*„ k2)

is a constant state-feedback gain vector.

(39)

(40)

For a command control of the state vector a command input ,
is introduced,

uc klxc , (41)

where

kj - [*,,., 0] (42)

is a constant command gain vector and

xc
T - [Ar, 0] (43)

is a command state vector.

Using Eqs. (39) and (41) the control input is written as

u - u° - uc , (44)

u - klx,. - kTx .

Substituting Eq. (44) into Eq. (36),

x - (A-bkT)x + bklxc , (45)

and using Laplace transformation,

(jI-A+bkT )x - bkjxc , (46a)

x - (iI-A+bkT)"'bkJxc . (46b)

Using Eqs. (37) and (40) the closed-loop characteristic polynomial
of eq. (46) is

det(.rI-A+bkT)

=" s + o"2j«o5 + <UQ ̂  0 , (47)

from which it follows that for a set of selected trz\ and u9

k2 -

where

Referring to Eqs. (37) and (40), the optimality condition in this
case is 111, Eq. (5.2-10)],

I l+kT(*l-A)- lb (50)

which states [II, p. 71] that the optimally designed closed-loop sys-
tem possesses the infinite gain margin property: the Nyquist plot of
kT(sI—A)~'b avoids a circle of unit radius centered at ( —1+/0)
in the complex j-plane for all real a>, s—jw, no matter how large
the loop gain becomes. The phase margin is measured from a
Nyquist plot point (o> > 0) located at unit distance from the
complex 5-plane origin to the negative real axis of the complex
j-plane. Therefore, Eq. (46) also states [11, p. 74] that the phase
margin of an optimally designed closed-loop system is always not
less than 60°.

Referring to Eq. (48), the required optimal feedback function
(kf + k^s) may be instrumented using a digital processor. For ana-
log implementation it is practical to replace the optimal feedback
function {k^+k2s) by

(51)

With this replacement the closed-loop transfer function becomes

(52)

For an optimally designed system the selected values of
ff3i. "32' ano< ^o m u s t be such that the optimality condition, Eq.
(50), is satisfied.

The analog implementation, Eq. (52), is not optimal in a strict
mathematical sense. The optimally condition, Eq. (50), is not satis-
fied. Practically, however, this design does have an infinite gain
margin: at a gain increase of 60.0 dB the step-function response is
characterized by no overshoot; the system in fact becomes more
damped.

A theoretical design step-function response of the ISX-A
tokamak radial plasma displacement feedback control system and
its corresponding actual hardware response are shown in Fig. I .
Discounting minor plasma disruptions, measurement noise, and the
actual response record's inaccuracies and nonlinearities, they arc in
excellent agreement.

An actual hardware ISX-A tokamak vertical plasma displace-
ment feedback control system, designed using the same technique,
performed just as well as the radial control system.

Conclusions

A tokamak which does not have a conducting shell, a tokamak
which operates with a long time-pulse, on the order of many
seconds, or a steady-state tokamak must employ an active plasma
displacement feedback control to keep a plasma torus centered in its
vacuum vessel. Analytical design of a tokamak plasma displacement
feedback control system requires knowledge of the plasma displace-
ment dynamics of the tokamak. A unique low-frequency plasma dis-
placement dynamics transfer function of a tokamak has been
developed in a symbolic form. One of the major parameters
governing plasma equilibrium position stability has been shown to
be the vacuum vessel eddy-current time constant. It has been
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Figure 1. ISX-A tokamak radial plasma displacement control.

shown that for a vacuum vessel eddy-current time constant exceed-
ing a certain value the vertical plasma displacement is stable, in
spite of an intentional vertical instability design represented by a
negative decay index.

Application of optimal control theory results in a simple
plasma displacement feedback control. Feedback control has been
considered in view of an optimality condition and the practicality of
hardware implementation.
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